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The History of the North Carolina Party by
Gregory S. Taylor offers a window into the efforts
of the North Carolina Communist Party (NCCP)
and further dispels stereotypes that early twenti‐
eth-century Communists were dangerous radicals
bent on destroying everything American. Rather,
Taylor illustrates, they were “a small group of
dedicated activists who sought to undermine the
plutocratic dominance and expand the benefits of
the state’s progressivism” (pp. 2-3). The book be‐
gins with the Communist Party’s initial foray into
the state in 1928 and continues through its disap‐
pointing demise by the early 1960s. Taylor’s pur‐
pose is to offer the “first in-depth assessment of
the North Carolina Communist Party, its success‐
es, its failures, and its impact on the state and na‐
tion.” He explains that members “did not see
themselves as enemies of the nation but rather as
heroic fighters defending true American values by
standing against perceived fascist threats to free‐
dom, liberty, and the American way of life” (p. 5).
Taylor concludes the book with an assessment of

the efforts of NCCP activists as “laudable,” if not
heroic (p. 215).
Taylor’s study is significant for its detailed
chronology of the Communist Party’s efforts in
North Carolina, particularly the organization’s in‐
volvement in the 1929 strike in Gastonia and its
civil rights and student activism. Taylor covers the
Gastonia strike in greater depth than previous
studies by accessing Comintern files recently
made available to the public. Relying on reports
written by African American party organizers
John H. Owens and Otto Hall, Taylor sheds light
on the challenges of organizing black workers
during the Gastonia strike. In his short visit to
Gastonia, Owens met with black mill workers to
discover why they were not involved in the strike.
He found that since white workers had not includ‐
ed blacks in the union, they “feared striking
would be equivalent to quitting” (p. 29). Black
workers also informed Owens that after three of
them had initially joined the union, “mill security
forced them back to work at gunpoint” (p. 29).
Taylor illustrates the similarly frustrating experi‐
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workers’ concerns and the Communist Party? Ex‐

ladeer Ella Mae Wiggins, sacrificed their lives,

ploring some of these questions would lead to a
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prompt action. Rather than conclude, as Taylor
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does of the Textile Workers Voice, that the “impact
of the paper was minimal” (p. 173) due to the fact
only a few workers joined the party, exploring the
questions suggested above would provide insight
into the ability of activists to draw from a store‐
house of symbolic resources to win converts and
convince their audience to take risks; a formida‐
ble task for any activist.
Furthermore, providing such an assessment
necessarily requires the author to make judg‐
ments

regarding

historical

efforts

at

social

change, something that historians need not shy
away from. Taylor does a fine job relating the
strengths and weaknesses of the NCCP with clari‐
ty, if not scholarly detachment. His narrative
would come to life, however, with assessments of
the party that go beyond simply labeling strengths
and weakness. For instance, Taylor’s introduction
initiates a potentially insightful analysis of Junius
Scales’s skills at persuasion, where he mentions
Scales’s use of the myth of Horatius to describe
Communist Party efforts. Taylor might usefully
have taken up the use of particular myths, com‐
mon storylines, or vivid imagery by activists in an
effort to assess not only what worked and what
did not, but also why efforts succeeded or failed.
In this way, Taylor and other historians might
make their scholarship useful not only in uncov‐
ering previously ignored efforts, but in providing
insights for those who continue to struggle for jus‐
tice today.
Most notable in Taylor’s narrative is his resur‐
rection of the indefatigable efforts by ordinary
people to obtain such basic goals as safe housing,
decent education, unemployment insurance, hot
lunches for school children, and the right to orga‐
nize in a state marked by rural poverty and deepseated racism. Some of these individuals, like bal‐
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